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Reviewer's report:

It is a really interesting paper since it provides immunization data about Ethiopian context both at individual and community level using multilevel logistic regression modeling techniques. I commend for the acceptance and publication of this article, having only the following minor essential concerns:

1) I don’t think study area section is so essential for the sake of the manuscript. I suggest to shorten this part and to give only the essential details referring to bibliographic sources and references.

2) There are some grammar mistakes (for example “were participated” in the abstract section instead of “participated”; “diseases, …. Which includes” at line 42-43 page 2 instead of “include”; “factors … which includes” at line 68-69 page 3 instead of include). The manuscript should be revised by an English speaker.

3) There are some punctuations mistakes and typos (for example a ; instead of : at line 69 page 3; same issue at line 74 page 4; sentence at line 140 page 7 has not a final dot). The manuscript should be carefully re-read and edited by authors.

4) Some sentences are not clear and should be rewritten for the sake of clarity (see for example sentence at line 139-140 page 7). Also for this reason, the manuscript should be revised by an English speaker.

Level of interest: An article of importance in its field

Quality of written English: Needs some language corrections before being published

Statistical review: No, the manuscript does not need to be seen by a statistician.
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